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WHY PODAR WORLD COLLEGE IS DIFFERENT?

• Strong academic focus at UOLIP, so a lot of learning
• Small teacher: student ratio
• You can always ask for help
• Deliberate opportunities for peer learning and peer review
• Globally recognised qualification
Podar offers a range of very different learning opportunities. You’ll hear the word multidisciplinary a lot, but you will understand it, once you graduate.

What you will learn:
- Articulation
- Writing structure
- Foundations of business
- Theoretical frameworks and ideas
- The use of those frameworks to real businesses
- How markets work
- Analytical skills
WORK TRAJECTORY AND SMALL MILESTONES

- Intern at Colliers
- Part time associate at Colliers
- Sales executive at My Kind of Job.com
- Sales assistant at Baker’s Delight
- Media Personality at Community Migrant Resource Centre
- Editorial Director at RCPC

Subject topper: OT
TIPS

• Read everything- books, journals, all of it
• Choose subjects based on your inclination, not popularity of the unit
• Be proactive, seek opportunities. College will support you
• Peer groups are super helpful, use them
• Don’t wait until April. Study through the year
• Use commentaries to understand what the exam entails
• Participate in events, clubs and the college festival